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better Data Producers 
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Etsy is the world’s handmade 
marketplace. 
!
Our mission is to empower people to change 
the way the global economy works. We see a 
world in which very-very small businesses 
have much-much more sway in shaping the 
economy, local living economies are thriving 
everywhere, and people value authorship 
and provenance as much as price and 
convenience. We are bringing heart to 
commerce and making the world more fair, 
more sustainable, and more fun. 
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Data is for Everyone
• Every person in product is a data producer 
!

• Every person in the company CAN BE a data 
consumer 



Princess Bride 
screenshot “First, I’m 

going to tell you a story” 



This is Brittany. 
She’s a product manager for our Shipping products 
team. 
She likes to use data to make decisions.



Decision for Shipping
Hypothesis: Once someone marks an item as shipped, 
if they do make a mistake and take it back, they will 
do so quickly.   
!

If our hypothesis is true, then we can send email 
shipping notices. 



Question about ‘Mark as 
Shipped’ Behavior

Orders Page:



Learned to get data
• Wrote a scalding job to get the data 
• Looked at a full month of data to check for 

consistency 



Learned to get data
• Wrote a scalding job to get the data 
• Looked at a full month of data to check for 

consistency 

And then…
• Next decision: new version of shipping labels flow 

• Didn’t distinguish the versions in the event 

• Stopped the push until logging was fixed



Zipcode to find City & State



Data in Further Decisions: 
Address Verification





What are we doing that 
makes this possible?
• making it simple to get started and learn 
• tools to make it easy to view data



Mission to teach anyone 
interested

• Offered tutoring in-person or online 
• Specifically asked people in product management 

if they were interested 
• Sent out notes and scheduled _1 hour_ to get from 

question to answer.



Getting Brittany Started



Define the Problem
Question: How often do people change a shipment to 
unshipped, and how many seconds do they go 
between marking as shipped and marking as 
unshipped? 
Both of these actions are events in our data stack 
order_shipped 
and 
order_unshipped 



Get the Data with Hadoop
1. Find all the visits in a day that have ‘order_shipped’ 
followed by ‘order_unshipped’ for the same receipt id 
2. Count them 
3. Calculate the time between the two events and find 
the average for the day 
4. Look over several days to make sure the numbers 
are fairly stable.  



Help HER write the code
1. Fi 





Tools 
• Admin toolbar 
• EventHorizon 
• Scalding REPL 
• Example code 
• Codelab



How do I view events?
Admins can see many events on the website:



What is an Event?



Event Horizon



Scalding REPL



Example Code 



Codelab





Data Abstractions 
• Events - we’ve talked about these a bit 
• Visits - strung together Events that share a browser 

id 
• Searching for Events in Visits - MatchPredicate



What’s a Visit?
• group the events by browser id 
• all one visit until: 

• 30 minutes of inactivity 
• utm source changes (this is for marketing 

attribution) 
• max events hit (mostly a hack for performance) 





How do I search within a Visit?



Attributing Sales



Attributing Sales



Attributing Sales



It’s not what data types —

• Availability 
• Visibility 
• Usability

It’s how easy it is to use them





Why does this matter?
• Supports a more inclusive culture, welcoming 

people from all over the company 
• If you can answer your own questions, you are 

more free to ask questions than if you rely on 
others 

• Empowers product managers, developers, and 
designers, marketers, merchandisers, etc to be 
data-driven 

!

!



Data Bonus
When you let people be part of using the data, they see 
what it is really for, and they care enough about it to put 
in better data: win-win for everyone



#dogsofetsy


